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About This Game
Choose the table, shoot the ball, and embark on the fast-paced hunt for high-score. Thanks to the state-of-the-art physics, these
high-speed pinballs react with total realism. The 3 varied soccer-themed tables will give you the ultimate “kick”. Full HD
graphics deliver the highest level of detail. Implemented with incredible realism, right down to realistic reflection and sound, to
create a completely immersive pinball frenzy. Complete with different camera angles, diversion and depth are guaranteed. Beat
all high-scores and set your own!

Features
3 unique pinball tables: “Hattrick”, “Free Kick”, “Penalty”
Top-notch simulations of ramps, bumpers and switches
Fantastic pinball physics
Multiple camera angles ensure a totally immersive pinball feeling
Authentic atmosphere right down to realistic reflections and sound effects
Gamepad Support
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Single player is nearly impossible due to unfair cpu handicaps, the krypt is all randomized, the game is constantly online, the
customization is hindered due to microtransactions, gameplay is now slower with less combos, the roster is garbage, and some
parts of the game are locked at 30 fps.. 5 Fun Games in 1 Bundle, to play your hearts out!. i thought this one was pretty
creative!! , they keep the fidgety puzzle work to a minimum and it lets you get down to the real detective work.. I don't
recommend this game.For several reasons.
1.This is a potential game. But it is an online game.You need to register and log in just for the singleplayer.This might not be an
apparante fault,but consider once the server's closed, you can't play forever, and we'd have no way knowing when they will close
it.And once that's happened your ships are lost forever.I can't play knowing my playability is in other's hand.
I used to host a private Minecraft Bukket server and i had to stop it. Those who played on it were very sad. I don't want it to all
happen again.
=====================EDIT=======================================
Since the devs have kindly responded, I probably should have elaborated on my point. My point is:
a_that this game could be developed for a better single player experience,with player fighting ai and don't need to connect to
the internet to play,(for example during bad internet service which is all the time where i live) and that
b_this game developer chose not to do it, out of their idea for a multiplayer-focused game.
I fully respect their choice of doing so, which surely helps with DMR and management. Yet Homeworld was a good game and
people enjoyed both its MP and its SP. Its great MP didn't stop it from being a good SP game, and vice versa .What i mean is
that IMHO building a good MP game does not mean that you need to sacrifice SP or make it Always-Online.Espeicially since
the later can be exploited (to let the players bail the game out for example) i would much like to see it be truly SP\/No-netcapable, precisely because i think the game mechanics are creative, although having some problems, as elaborated below, in my
old review.
=================================================================
2.The game lacks long-term playability. When you've beaten all the ships you actually wins this game. I mean , for example
,look up Reassembly.It's the same genere but it is an open-world where you can get all kinds of encounters and play for
domination. YOU ACTUALLY DO SOMETHING. But Istrolid simply lets you win\/lose a game without much of the bigger
picture.
3.This game's players seems to utilize specially-crafted ships for purpose of defeating others.While i admire their creativity, I
might also suggest that this approach forces others to develop counter approach vehicles that's equally massive. In the end itis a
game of LET'S BUILD THE TITAN AND BE DONE WITH IT. This game's design deprives the players of the freedom to play
their style
4.Graphics.The battles are dull without much excitement(graphically). Like Starsector, when you have a Paragon(Tri-Tachyon
BB)and fire everything at another BB IT LOOKS GORGEOUSE. Watch some vids and get an impression and you will see how
these two games compare. Also see Reassemby. When you fight fights in Reassembly you get an impression of really in
space----engines smoking,plasma flying,missiles shooting everywhere--which istrolid lacks in all respective.
5.Plausiability.Why the HELL would anyone want to put two ships and destroy eachother? And how are they manufactued? IS
there a way resource is collected? And do people really die in these battles? These are all questions that requires answering. in
other words the game lacks in background.Other games lets you fill in the blanks(ie,Reassembly)but i feel hard-pressed to fill in
the blanks when i have so cartoonic starships flying around.
6.Physics. How are those ships turned without an RCS and what does those damn wings do and why are there no repulse when i
fire those damn cannons?why does my bullet lacks stopping power? amd why am i slowing down in mid space?
(Okay i have to admit that except point 1 i could have got along with all those problems.)
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So in all my advice is look around and see if there's other games in this genere you like and compare before you start serious
playing. BECAUSE THIS ISN'T THE BEST GAME OF this GENERE IMHO.Unless the devs give us the server
files.InThatCase i will certainly reconsider my review.
EDIT:Oh FOGOT ABOUT THE DAMN PAID DLC.DAMN EXPENSIVE AND WHAT, JUST FOR ROTATING
BLOCKS?MIGHT AS WELL BUY REASSEMBLY.. AltspaceVR has a lot of potential, although I found I kept getting muted
for some reason as apparently my microphone was doing something.
This really is the future of internet socializing.. cant progress without paying.. Kings Quest 6 and 7 are really the only reason I
bought this collection. Such childhood memories to be reunited with! The other 5 are just a bit too dated for me to get into, but
still a pack worthy of buying, even if you're just taking a stroll down memory lane.
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Is there a grammer patch?. This is exactly what I needed to design 3D voxel creations that I will later turn into 3D perler bead
art. However, there are a few things I would love to see added to bring this software closer to being perfect. Maybe they already
exist and I haven't discovered it yet, but I would love to see these things:
1) It needs layers. I would like to create separate pieces of my 3D design in the same space and be able to move them
independently from one another. This is critical.
2) It needs the ability to grab the piece and rotate it. Yes, I can walk around it but I get tangled in my Oculus Rift cable and
currently I only have two sensors so I lose sight of the sensors sometimes. Yes, I can rotate the camera but that ends up being a
hassle to get my design back into view where I want it to be. It would be much easier to just grab the piece I'm working on and
spin it around.
That's pretty much it. The software seems to stutter periodically when I move around the room. I'm not sure if that is the
software or if my PC was acting up. I don't experience it in any other apps or games. Also, I made a large cube and noticed the
lighting on one side was showing vibrant colors on one side of the cube but a darker shade on the other side. It might be helpful
to give us the option to move the light source OR just give us a really bright area where lighting isn't in play.
One more thing - I tried to import my .vox files from another program. I added them to the import folder but I could not find a
way to open them in this app. When I click open save folder, it does nothing. If open the files outside of VR from my PC, it
opens Microsoft Edge for some reason. Is there a trick to opening .vox files within the app so I can see my old creations in VR?.
Where Do I Even Find This Thing?!. This is a very good game. Make some DLC's with more songs and extra content for me to
buy.. Such an iconic and elegant engine. I recommend it.. Quality over Quantity
To say that this game is short is an understatement.
This game occupies 3056 MB of space. Yeah, go figure.
That's why they decided to not waste a DVD on it.
THE POSITIVES
1. This is a PC exclusive (a rare breed these days) with the fully optimized graphic options. The controls are smooth and
responsive. I also found myself being swept over with feeling again and again that I was playing a PC exclusive. It is worth
paying money to have that feeling - that's what the consoles are turning us into.
2. Your character is not a mute like in most shooters.
3. I will say that the new engine delivers. The distant vistas, the textures, the physics, the explosions, the graphics in general are
great, DirectX 9.0c and all. The details are meticulous especially up close, you can see the tiniest scratches and dents on the
objects.
4. True, there is no health regeneration.
5. The game runs smoothly, no FPS spikes, the dozen or so near-simultaneous explosions are an eye-candy.
6. Upgrades for the 10 weapons as well as the gear is always welcome. However, just like in Witcher 2, as soon as you finish
upgrading one "tech tree" or one upgradable branch the game ends.
7. Finally, this game has style. Even though the streets and the slums are empty except for the rampant robots, the peculiar sci-fi
world where humanity has learned to download its consciousness into the computer is pretty cool to ponder about.

The minuses:
1. No crouching.
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2. No melee (I doubt it's useful against the machines anyway but quite often they do get close enough to ram you)
3. You cannot see your legs and you do not cast a shadow.
4. BUT there is SHIELD regeneration - something the previewers failed to mention. So the concept of the old school no-healthregeneration kinda goes out the window.
5. No reloading.
6. The story is kinda blah.
7. The amount of enemy types is very limited.
8. The jump is realistic. And I by that I mean it is practically nonexistent. You cannot jump over the rails and some other
objects even when it seems like you can to save time.
9. The game is extremely short. (4.5 hours)

The debatable table:
1. Initially, there is little to no tactics involved. Once you are met by a group of enemies you will tend to just retreat/move in
circles and shoot them up. Since there is no reload option, there really is no incentive for you to stop shooting or taking time for
aiming. You will also quickly utilize the environment for more efficient destruction. Tesla coils from the consoles, the
explosions from the barrels, the gas balloons, etc., it's all there.
2. The gameplay is a cross of Doom 3, Serious Sam, Pain Killer and perhaps Unreal Tournament. Oh wait, all of those games
have the same gameplay, that's right you move fast and you blow things away with the hundreds of rounds of ammo. So do not
expect this game to make you ration your ammo or even health for that matter since your shield will regenerate.
3. The game is extremely linear [duh, it's a shooter) although there are plenty of secret areas that can be accessed if you blow up
one of the adjacent oil barrels. Do not expect these secret areas to hold any secrets pertaining to the game, you will just find
extra ammo most of the time.

In the end, I found myself being sucked into this game nonetheless somehow. True, it is short, but on the other hand, you do not
have to commit too much of your time into beating it.
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